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1. HULL

1.2 STAINLESS STEEL

1Polished stainless steel hinged side ladder integrated into deck rail12020.02
(Port and Starboard)

12x Original Linssen Design stainless steel cleats aft from side12055.15
entrance.

3Original Linssen polished stainless steel bow ladder (removable)12060.01

2Stainless steel protection set at side railing entrances and stern (3x)12071.01

2Stainless steel steps to saloon deck midships, demountable, finished12075.01
with anti-slip steps incl. 2 hand grips on saloon deck

2Bathing platform extension made of special quality aluminium ALMG312155.01
powder coated, covered around with special Linssen PVC fendering,
finished with solid teak planks and including a base for a support
for mounting a tender. The design will be similar as the main
platform but having approximately 2/3 of the dimensions of the
original platform resulting in an extra length of 60 cm.

Not possible in combination with position(s):
36040.05 Tenderlift electric

1.3 TECHNICAL

12x  4 cyl. Volvo Penta Diesel, type D2-75 / ZF 25-H / 2,8 : 113020.05
/ 2x 55 kW (75 HP), 3000 rpm
Alternator: 2x 115A-12V

1Provisions for simple installation of stabilization system to prevent13070.03
rolling of the ship. 1 mounting flange welded portside in the hull
in the aft cabin in the walk-in closet.

1Mooring facility at bow through stainless steel hawse and stainless13155.01
steel protection strips

1Heating (blower) at the outside steering position by means of heat13290.01
exchanger connected to the engine. Equipped with 4x blowers (2x
against windscreen windows, 2x under the steering position).
The heat exchanger is mounted in the saloon settee including an
extra expansion tank for the engine cooling.

1LED deck illumination 4x integrated in deck-box and 2x integrated at13300.04
steering position
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2. COATING

2.1 COATING & DECK FINISH

1Original Linssen SL colour scheme "Haven Grey":21090.26
: Haven GreyHull
: Egg Shell WhiteSuperstructure
: SL bow-up design,Waterline
 Egg Shell White
: BlackAntifouling
: BlackRope fender
: Sunbrella Marine SteelCanvas color
: "Smoke Grey" tintedGlass windows saloon

1Original Linssen SL colour scheme "Cove Green":21090.27
: Cove GreenHull
: Egg Shell WhiteSuperstructure
: SL bow-up design,Waterline
 Egg Shell White
: BlackAntifouling
: BlackRope fender
: Sunbrella Marine Beige ChineCanvas color
: "Smoke Grey" tintedGlass windows saloon, windscreen

1Original Linssen SL colour scheme "Fjord Blue":21090.28
: Fjord BlueHull
: Egg Shell WhiteSuperstructure
: SL bow-up design,Waterline
 Egg Shell White
: BlackAntifouling
: BlackRope fender
: Sunbrella Marine SteelCanvas color
: "Smoke Grey" tintedGlass windows saloon, windscreen

2.2 TEAK DECKS

1Original LINSSEN teak deck on front deck and side decks22010.01

1Original LINSSEN teak deck on aft deck, steps on transom and22020.01
ventilation-/escape hatch

3. ENGINE COMPARTMENT

3.1 TECHNICAL

1Bowthruster finished with proportional control. Stepless control of31032.26
bowthruster (in combination with proportional stern thruster with parking
position on every performance). Including control panel with integrated
LCD display for feedback of battery capacity, (rest) functioning time,
temperature and system warnings.

1Electric stern thruster Side Power 24V/100 Kgf (6,3 kW/8,4 HP) incl.31053.05
2x "Super Cycle" AGM battery 170Ah maintenance-free battery for
service net 24 V.

1Electric stern thruster Side Power 24V/100 Kgf (6,3 kW/8,4 HP) incl.31053.25
2x. maintenance-free battery AGM 170 AH for service net finished
with proportional control. Stepless control with parking position on
every performance. Including control panel with integrated LCD display
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for feedback of battery capacity, (rest) functioning time, temperature
and system warnings.

1Stabilization system (electric, 230V) to prevent rolling. One stabilizer.31130.06
Position in Port wardrobe aft cabin.
Attention: System is connected to generatorset and therefore only
applicable in combination with generator

Only in combination with position(s):
Attention:
Only possible in combination with generator
13070.03 Provisions for stabiliser(s)

2Double fuel filter with switch (single).31190.05

2Double fuel filter with switch (twin)31200.05

2Compact fuel filter installation. Removes sludge and diesel bacteria from31205.01
the fuel tank. Also provides for condensation water separation.

2App-module for remote switching/controlling the daytime heating. System31240.99
uses subscription, Free for the first year and €35,- per year
thereafter (by purchasing customer). App control via iPhone or Android
device is free to download.

2Towel radiator in toiletcompartment front cabin electric 230 V.31308.01
thermostatically controllable

2Towel radiator in toiletcompartment aft cabin electric 230 V.31308.21
thermostatically controllable

2Provisions for airco consists of:31501.00
- Fitting of cooling pipes incl. distributor
- Fitting of power cable chiller + air handlers
- Installation of air ducts, outlets and hoses for air intake/supply

2Chiller air conditioning in the whole ship through compressor with31501.01
Softstart, total capacity from 20.000 BTU.

Only in combination with position(s):
31501.00 Provisions for airco

3.2 ON-BOARD WATER SYSTEMS

2Additional 1x solid plastic MTS on-board water tank on SB-side32010.20
without tank measurement with inspection/cleaning opening ± 220 l.

2All grey water outlets (sinks and shower-drainage, including aft cabin)32100.01
connected to holding tank.
Including washing machine if chosen.

2No fitting of holding tank waste pump�32110.01

1Deck-wash pump, including hose and trigger nozzle with connection at32150.04
bathing platform

1Deck-wash pump, including hose and trigger nozzle with connection at32150.13
bathing platform connected to on-board water system

3.3 ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONICS

2Cerbo GX linked to the Raymarine Axiom MFD.33148.15
Monitor your domestic, shore power and generator status.
Control the shore power limit to be used from your helmsman's
position
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2Group of solar panels of 4x 110Wp. Connected to a Victron Smart33285.60
Solar charge controller for charging the domestic batteries. Can be
read out on the Victron Color GX panel.

2Northern Lights 230V/7 KW, type M773LW3G generator. Intercooling,33290.13
continuous power, integrated in shore power connection. Incl. water/gas
separator for exhaust generator.
To control with a control panel with operating hours.

3.4.2 NAVIGATION PACKAGES

2BASIC PACKAGE3.4.2.1Pack

34090.16 Rudder indication on Raymarine Axiom display at steering position

34125.01 Raymarine Axiom+ 7 multifunctional display

34140.03 Navionics Gold XL9 marine chart type 46XG, West Europe

2RIVER PACKAGE3.4.2.2Pack

34110.10 Raymarine autopilot with p70RS display at steering position (incl. course
computer/rudder indicator/compass transducer) with protection in mast
which disengages autopilot during AUTO operation if mast is folded.

34125.01 Raymarine Axiom+ 7 multifunctional display

34140.03 Navionics Gold XL9 marine chart type 46XG, West Europe

2LAKE PACKAGE3.4.2.3Pack

34110.10 Raymarine autopilot with p70RS display at steering position (incl. course
computer/rudder indicator/compass transducer) with protection in mast
which disengages autopilot during AUTO operation if mast is folded.

34125.07 Raymarine Axiom+12RV, 12" multifunctional colour display with touchscreen
and Wi-Fi at steering position. Including read out from echosounder,
log and outside water temperature.

34132.80 Raymarine RMK-10 remote keypad for complete touch control for Axiom
displays

34140.03 Navionics Gold XL9 marine chart type 46XG, West Europe

2SEA PACKAGE3.4.2.4Pack

34110.10 Raymarine autopilot with p70RS display at steering position (incl. course
computer/rudder indicator/compass transducer) with protection in mast
which disengages autopilot during AUTO operation if mast is folded.

34125.07 Raymarine Axiom+12RV, 12" multifunctional colour display with touchscreen
and Wi-Fi at steering position. Including read out from echosounder,
log and outside water temperature.

34132.80 Raymarine RMK-10 remote keypad for complete touch control for Axiom
displays

34140.03 Navionics Gold XL9 marine chart type 46XG, West Europe

34160.05 Raymarine Quantum 2 (Doppler) CHIRP radar antenna, on the mast

3.4.3 VIEW PACKAGES
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3.4.3.1 Rear view

11x Raymarine IP day & night net dome video camera on transom34145.11
for rear view with readout on multifunctional Raymarine display

3.4.3.2 Mooring view

12x Raymarine IP day & night net dome video cameras with readout34145.12
on multifunctional Raymarine display:
- 1x SB and 1x Port on the hull for mooring view

11x Raymarine IP day & night net dome video camera on bow for34145.15
front view with readout on multifunctional Raymarine display

3.4.3.3 Night view

2Flir M232 Thermic IP camera (320 x 240, 9Hz) with Pan & Tilt and34800.01
electronic zoom fitted in the mast with read out on multifunctional
Raymarine display. The FLIR camera makes the air draft 30 cm
higher because of its placement in the mast top.

3.4.3.4 Technology view

22x Raymarine AX8 thermal and visible light camera in engine34145.13
compartment for temperature measurement with readout on multifunctional
Raymarine display

Only in combination with twin engine version

21x Raymarine AX8 thermal and visible light camera in engine34145.14
compartment for temperature measurement with readout on multifunctional
Raymarine display

3Read out engine functions on multifunctional display Raymarine.34142.20

3.4.3.5 Underwater view

1Raymarine RV320 transducer with 3D Downvision Port + SB integrated34170.23
on multifunctional display Raymarine

2Raymarine ClearCruise AR (live navigation objects with AIS identification)34145.20
on Axiom multifunction display.

Only in combination with position(s):
34943.04 AIS 700

3.4.4 REMOTE PACKAGES

2Raymarine S100 wireless autopilot remote control34110.03

Only in combination with position(s):
34110.10 p70R Display steering position

2Raymarine Smart Controller wireless autopilot remote control34110.13

Only in combination with position(s):
34110.10 p70R Display steering position

3Remote control for bow (and stern) thruster31067.01

3Remote control for bow (and stern) thruster with proportional control.31067.02
Control via remote control only on-off.
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1Hydronautica RMC remote control for engine(s), bow and stern thruster.31088.20

Only in combination with position(s):
31053.05 Stern thruster 100 Kgf

1Hydronautica RMC remote control for engin(es) and bow-/sternthruster31088.21
finished with proportional control. For using the bow and stern
thruster via the RMC, you have to tune the desired performance in
the control panel. By doing so, you can easily cruise sidewards by
using the bow and stern thruster simultaneous.

Only in combination with position(s):
31032.26 Bow thruster electric 120 kgf
31053.25 Stern thruster 100 kgf

3.4.5 COMMUNICATION PACKAGES

2Raymarine Ray90 VHF with Class D "Digital Selective Calling" (DSC) at34190.09
steering position including antenna in Mast

2Extra wireless handset VHF incl. charging station34190.10

3Communication tool for 2 persons by means of 2 walkie-talkies with34200.10
headset

2AIS 700 transponder/receiver (Automatic Identification System) integrated on34943.04
radar/chartplotter display.
Attention: MMSI-number required.
Attention: Only in combination with VHF installation

3.4.6 OTHER NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS

2"Wind Vane" wind transducer for wind direction and wind speed.34120.23
Read out on Axiom display.

2Second Raymarine Axiom+12, 12" multifunctional colour display with34135.06
touchscreen and Wi-Fi at steering position. Including read out from
echosounder, log and outside water temperature.

3.5 EXTERIOR EQUIPMENT HULL

2Magnesium anodes (for fresh water)35010.01

2Zinc anodes (for salt water)35010.02

1Electric anchor winch 1200W/24V. mounted above deck with integrated35092.32
stainless steel anchor rollers and anchor rail with  50m. 10 mm.
anchor chain and 20 Kg. Bruce-anchor.

2Wireless windlass control and chain counter35110.03

2High gloss polished stainless steel Bruce-anchor 20 kg. AISI-31635120.12

280m. x 10 mm. anchor chain, according DIN 76635140.04

150 m. 10 mm. stainless steel anchor chain35140.13

Only in combination with position(s):
35092.32 Electric anchor winch Tiger

180 m. 10 mm. stainless steel anchor chain35140.14

Only in combination with position(s):
35092.32 Electric anchor winch Tiger

3.6 LINSSEN YACHTS TENDER SOLUTIONS
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1Passarele Opac Mare type 4999/24 with a minimal length of 157536020.03
mm and maximal length of 2425 mm and a loading capacity of
230 kg. The passarelle will be mounted at the position of the first
step of the bathing platform and will remain the 'sideway- access'
function of the stern stairs. The passarelle will be finished with a
teak grating, automatic stanchions and 2x wireless remote controls

2Stainless steel snap davit system, with universal tender fastening.36040.01

2Linssen Yachts electric stainless steel dinghy lift installation on bathing36040.05
platform. Lifting capacity 250 kg. incl. remote control.

2Fitting of customer supplied tender.36048.01

2Outboard engine fastening bracket against stern (Max. 8 HP)36100.01

3.7 EXTERIOR EQUIPMENT SUPERSTRUCTURE

3Extend windscreen wiper installation with synchronous and 3 step37020.50
interval function. In the interval mode, the wipers run synchronously
and are self-parking.

1Original Linssen Design mast powder coated in colour superstructure.37070.06
Short modell (beneath windscreen)

2Electric mast lowering system, incl. control at steering position.37080.08

Not possible in combination with position(s):
37070.06 SL-mast short (1,4 mtr)

32nd helm-seat in Maglia Uyuni, on stainless steel adjustable support.37110.38

3Folding teak directors chair. Black upholstery and naturel teak wood37111.01

2Electrically-adjustable Linssen Design comfortable helm-seat, height adjustabl37120.02
with matching upholstery. Horizontally manually adjustable

2Deck lighting with 2 lights at mast37130.01

2Automatic searchlight with stainless steel housing on saloon deck, with37140.05
control at the steering position

2Automatic searchlight with stainless steel housing in the mast, with37140.06
control at the steering position

3Set of fender baskets to fore deck: Double Port & SB ø300 mm,37170.14
foldable

1Luxury teak table incl. joint (outside)37230.01

1Teak table with luxurious high gloss painting in 8 layers37230.90

2Teak table with luxurious satin gloss painting in 3 layers37230.91

1Solid teak entrance door, varnished37271.01

3.8 WINDOWS

1Double-glazed "Smoke grey" tinted windows in the saloon (incl.38031.31
entrance door) with grey thermal insulated profile (Thermic Line).
Attention: The sliding window will be finished in single glass

1Hinged window in Port forward saloon, with grey profiles and "Smoke38061.32
grey" tinted glass

1Hinged window in Port forward saloon, with grey insulated profiles38061.36
and "Smoke grey" tinted (Thermic Line) double glass
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1Aluminium fixed Port centre window in saloon, with grey profiles and38071.31
"Smoke grey" tinted glass

1Port window in saloon finished in double glass (Thermic Line) incl.38071.35
grey thermal insulated profile and "Smoke grey"tinted glass

Not possible in combination with position(s):
38071.36

1Port sliding window in the saloon, finished in double glass (Thermic38071.36
Line), incl. grey thermal insulated profile and "Smoke grey" glass

1Aluminium sliding window middle in saloon at Starboard side, with38081.32
grey profiles and "Smoke Grey" tinted glass

1Stbd sliding window in the saloon, finished in double glass (Thermic38081.36
Line), incl. grey thermal insulated profile and "Smoke grey" glass

4. INTERIOR

GENERAL

2Original Linssen maintenance friendly ship's floor, teak color with black40040.02
striping.

4.1 AFT CABIN

3Stylish/high quality floor covering in rear cabin on second floor level41010.01
next to bed.

2Mirror in aft cabin on aft bulkhead41051.90

4.2 SALOON & GALLEY

2Elegant saloon table, high model42031.03

Not possible in combination with position(s):
42035.03 Saloon table low

2Low coffee table model, pouf / tray combination42033.01

Not possible in combination with position(s):
42035.03 Saloon table low

2Extra drawers in dinette accessible by longitudinally adjustable dinette42073.91
table

4.3.1  FRONT CABIN AND  GUEST CABIN

3Stylish/high quality flooring in front cabin on second floor level next43010.01
to bed.

2Layout guest cabin, version 1:43101.02
- 1 bed at Port side against wall (width 90 to 100 cm)
- 57 Ltr. refrigerator, accessible from guest cabin, fitted under dinette
settee
- Reading light above bed against wardrobe

Not possible in combination with position(s):
52062.14

2Layout guest cabin, version 2:43101.03
- Desk, drawers on the left side and additional cupboard under the
work top
- Design Hocker in leather
- 57 Ltr. refrigerator, accessible from guest cabin, fitted under dinette
settee
- Reading light above desk
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- 2x 230 V. and 1x USB sockets on work top

Not possible in combination with position(s):
52062.14

2Bed guest cabin finished with removable joint incl. mattress for43101.99
double bed function

5. FINISH

5.1 LIGHTING & SOCKETS

2Luxurious LED reading lights (2x) in the front cabin51080.11

2Luxurious LED reading lights (2x) in the guest cabin51090.11

2Attractive indirect lighting in saloon51100.01

2Attractive indirect lighting in the FC and AC heads51100.02

2Indirect lighting in all steps of saloon stairs51110.02

2Indirect lighting in all steps of front cabine stairs51110.03

2Indirect lighting in all steps of after cabine stairs51110.04

2USB socket in FC portside and AC starboardside for charging mobil51400.05
equipment.

2USB socket in steering position, FC, guest cabin and AC for charging51400.11
mobil equipment.

212 V. and 230 V. socket in front cellar51595.01

27x 230V sockets in English version51607.02

27x 230V sockets in Swiss version51607.03

2230 V. socket in the forward cabin on SB-side51615.01

23x  230 V. sockets respectively in FC, engine compartment and after51625.01
cabine for winter heating. Only to be used with shore power or
generator on.

2230 V. socket in the guest cabin51630.01

2230 V. socket in the galley51640.01

2230 V. socket in saloon (Port-side aft)51655.01

2230 V. socket in the saloon (Stbd aft)51665.01

2230 V. socket in the aft cabin (Stbd side)51675.01

1230 V. socket at steering position, SB side splash resistant51700.11

5.2 GALLEY

2High gloss polished stainless steel towel rail at refrigerator door52031.02

2Cooling drawer, 30 liter, fitted in front cellar.52062.14

22nd Cooling drawer, 30 liter, fitted in front cellar.52062.15

3Cooling Tray, 30 liter, built-in at the end face of the rear half52062.01
saloon settee

2Freezer 40 ltr. in the cellar52065.14

Not possible in combination with position(s):
32010.20 Additional watertank

2230V. washer/dryer combination, fitted in the forward cabin shower52100.02
compartment
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2230V. induction hob with touch control. 1 x 1200 W. cooking zone,52140.01
1 x 1600 W. cooking zone

Attention:
Only possible in combination with generator

2230V. induction hob, stainless steel, with touch control. 1 x 1200 W.52140.02
cooking zone, 2 x 1800 W. cooking zone, 1 x 2200 W. cooking
zone

Attention:
Only possible in combination with generator

2230V. dishwasher (front loader) integrated into galley next to the sink.52080.03
Capacity: 6 covers.

Not possible in combination with position(s):
52220.02 Microwave/oven/grill 42 l.
52230.01 Oven (gas)

2230V. stainless steel 42 l. microwave/oven/grill combination. Temperature52220.02
range 30-250 degrees. 90-1000W microwave power. Fitted in the galley
next to the sink.

Not possible in combination with position(s):
52080.03 Dishwasher 6 covers
52230.01 Oven (gas)

2Stainless steel oven (gas). Fitted in the galley next to the sink52230.01

Not possible in combination with position(s):
52080.03 Dishwasher 6 covers
52220.02 Microwave/oven/grill 42 l.

5.3 SANITARY FITTINGS

2In the FC bathroom cabinet integrated 6-litre waste bin with stainless53010.10
steel soft-close waste flap

3Full-length mirror in the FC toilet compartment at entrance door to53010.90
the front cabin

2In the AC bathroom cabinet integrated 6-litre waste bin with stainless53015.10
steel soft-close waste flap

3Full-length mirror at the inside of the toilet door in the AC53015.90

3Full-length mirror in the AC at the entrance door to saloon53015.91

3Shower door in aft cabin shower53090.01

2Electric toilet in forward cabin, with sea water rinsing53130.03

2Electrical toilet in the aft cabin, with sea water rinsing53140.03

5.4 AUDIO / VIDEO

2DAB+ radio module and antenna in the mast for digital radio54010.50

2Fusion RA70N expansion kit with usb port for data transfer + control54010.90
via the multi-function display in steering position.

3Primary TV connection in saloon Port TV cupboard, incl. extra 230V.54200.01
socket

2Supplementary TV connection in aft cabin, incl. extra 230V. socket54210.01

2Glomex TV-antenna on mast, suitable for analogue & digital reception.54250.01
Suitable for DVBT-T2 network.
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2Provisions for putting a satellite tv-antenna on deck manually: deck54286.01
socket against the mast incl. cables in tv-cabinet in saloon

332" (81cm) LED TV with integrated DVB-T2 & DVB-S tuner fitted and54400.03
connected in foldable back part of the dinette settee in the saloon
at Port side

232" (81cm) LED TV with integrated DVB-T & DVB-S tuner in aft cabin54410.03

3Preparation consisting of extra 230V socket in saloon next to TV54610.05
cabinet and HDMI cable from TV

2Teltonika 4G LTE router with Wifi Access Point and antenne in the54900.05
mast

5.5 VENTILATION

3Mosquito screen in forward Starboard hinged saloon window55010.01

3Mosquito screen in forward hinged saloon window, Port side55020.01

1Integrated mosquito screen in Port sliding saloon window55030.01

1Integrated mosquito screen in Stbd sliding saloon window55040.01

3Rain protection covers and mosquito screens for the forward cabin55090.02
port-holes (6x)

3Rain protection covers and mosquito screens for the aft cabin55110.01
port-holes (6x)

2Combined blind/mosquito screens for panorama/escape hatch in forward55130.01
cabin deck-head

2Combined blind/mosquito screens for cabin and head ventilation/escape55135.01
hatch

2Combined blind/mosquito screens for panorama/escape hatch in the aft55150.01
cabin deck-head�

3Mosquito screen for sliding hatch at the entrance door (with magnets)55155.01

5.6 INTERIOR UPHOLSTERY

3Additional back cushions saloon settee against the galley56031.96

3Design stool finished in Mocka Rock56073.06

2?56073.97

2Cherry wood cube-shaped pouffe, with tray including seat cushion in56078.05
Mocka Rock

3Mattrass 2x 1 pers.in front cabin type Combispring 14 cm.56101.02

3Mattrass 2x 1 pers. in aft cabin type Combispring 14 cm.56131.02

3Mattrass 2x single person in guest cabin type Combispring 14 cm.56161.02

3Mattrass 2x single person in guest cabin type coldfoam 14 cm. with56161.11
layer in foam in two hardness grades

2Plissé blinds in the saloon, manual controlled.56321.03

3Interior package consisting of bed linen with 3 accent sticksel for56401.13
the entire ship

Only in combination with position(s):
56401.15 Interior package duvets and pilows

3Interior duvets and pillows set56401.15
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5.7 EXTERIOR UPHOLSTERY

32x Comfort Seat in Maglia Uyuni57095.06

5.8 EQUIPMENT

32x ball fender Ø65cm black with rope58022.02

32x extra fender black with rope58023.02

3Additional 40 m mooring line, supplied with on board inventory58024.01

2Safe A4 size, with combination lock, in the cabinet middle cabin58050.02

2230V vacuum cleaning installation with a vacuum cleaner integrated in58060.01
the saloon settee and connection for the hose.
Equipped with thermal protection and softstart for inverter use. Delivery
including extendable hose (from 1,5 to 9 m.), luxury brushes and 3
vacuum bags

2Foldable ironing board, stored in wardrobe guest cabin incl. 230 V58070.01
socket

2Removable clothes rail in guest compartment across the beds58075.01

2Removable clothes rail in shower compartment front cabin58075.02

38 hooks at various positions in the yacht. Positions to be58080.01
determined during the hand over. Fitted during the 25-hours inspection.

22 high gloss polished stainless steel support next to the mast for58100.01
biclycles parking

3Stainless steel high-gloss polished bicycle parking bracket on bathing58100.11
platform. Suitable for 2 bikes. Position is from the center to
maximize passageway

Not possible in combination with position(s):
36020.03 Opac Mare type 4999/24
36040.05 Tenderlift electric

5.9 CANVAS & COVERS

3Cabrio closed model over the complete aft deck, Sunbrella Marine59030.01
beige. The side- and back parts can be opened by a zip-fastener.

3Drop down system to reduce the draft of the standard cabrio59017.01

3Cover for entrance door including sliding hatch Sunbrella Marine steel59080.04
Grey

3Cover for helm-seat, Sunbrella Marine beige.59090.01

3Cover for helm-seat Sunbrella Steel Grey59090.04

3Cover for second  helm-seat Sunbrella Steel Grey59090.34

3Cover for steering console Sunbrella Marine beige59130.01

3Sun cover around saloon windows finished in screen cloth (excluding59200.11
entrance door/window) incl. mounting, colour beige

3Sun cover around saloon windows finished in screen cloth (excluding59200.12
entrance door/window) incl. mounting, colour white
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6. COMMISSIONING & HAND OVER

6.0 GENERAL

6.1 TRANSPORT/WINTER STORAGE

3Cradle (completely coated)�61010.01

3Compile documents for export and obtain a temporary residence permit61010.06
of up to 18 months in the EU.
(Only possible for residents from outside the EU)

1Comfort package1Pack

12020.02 Polished stainless steel hinged side ladder integrated into deck rail
(Port and Starboard)

22020.01 Original LINSSEN teak deck on aft deck, steps on transom and
ventilation-/escape hatch

31053.05 Electric stern thruster Side Power 24V/100 Kgf (6,3 kW/8,4 HP) incl.
2x "Super Cycle" AGM battery 170Ah maintenance-free battery for
service net 24 V.

31067.01 Remote control for bow (and stern) thruster

35092.32 Electric anchor winch 1200W/24V. mounted above deck with integrated
stainless steel anchor rollers and anchor rail with  50m. 10 mm.
anchor chain and 20 Kg. Bruce-anchor.

37230.01 Luxury teak table incl. joint (outside)

58080.01 8 hooks at various positions in the yacht. Positions to be
determined during the hand over. Fitted during the 25-hours inspection.

1Ventilation package2Pack

13290.01 Heating (blower) at the outside steering position by means of heat
exchanger connected to the engine. Equipped with 4x blowers (2x
against windscreen windows, 2x under the steering position).
The heat exchanger is mounted in the saloon settee including an
extra expansion tank for the engine cooling.

55030.01 Integrated mosquito screen in Port sliding saloon window

55090.02 Rain protection covers and mosquito screens for the forward cabin
port-holes (6x)

55110.01 Rain protection covers and mosquito screens for the aft cabin
port-holes (6x)

55130.01 Combined blind/mosquito screens for panorama/escape hatch in forward
cabin deck-head

55135.01 Combined blind/mosquito screens for cabin and head ventilation/escape
hatch

55150.01 Combined blind/mosquito screens for panorama/escape hatch in the aft
cabin deck-head�
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2Le Chef package3Pack

33290.13 Northern Lights 230V/7 KW, type M773LW3G generator. Intercooling,
continuous power, integrated in shore power connection. Incl. water/gas
separator for exhaust generator.
To control with a control panel with operating hours.

52062.01 Cooling Tray, 30 liter, built-in at the end face of the rear half
saloon settee

52140.02 230V. induction hob, stainless steel, with touch control. 1 x 1200 W.
cooking zone, 2 x 1800 W. cooking zone, 1 x 2200 W. cooking
zone

52220.02 230V. stainless steel 42 l. microwave/oven/grill combination. Temperature
range 30-250 degrees. 90-1000W microwave power. Fitted in the galley
next to the sink.

2Traveller package4Pack

33290.13 Northern Lights 230V/7 KW, type M773LW3G generator. Intercooling,
continuous power, integrated in shore power connection. Incl. water/gas
separator for exhaust generator.
To control with a control panel with operating hours.

52100.02 230V. washer/dryer combination, fitted in the forward cabin shower
compartment

2Media package5Pack

54200.01 Primary TV connection in saloon Port TV cupboard, incl. extra 230V.
socket

54250.01 Glomex TV-antenna on mast, suitable for analogue & digital reception.
Suitable for DVBT-T2 network.

54400.03 32" (81cm) LED TV with integrated DVB-T2 & DVB-S tuner fitted and
connected in foldable back part of the dinette settee in the saloon
at Port side

2Safety package6Pack

34190.09 Raymarine Ray90 VHF with Class D "Digital Selective Calling" (DSC) at
steering position including antenna in Mast

34943.04 AIS 700 transponder/receiver (Automatic Identification System) integrated on
radar/chartplotter display.
Attention: MMSI-number required.
Attention: Only in combination with VHF installation

37020.50 Extend windscreen wiper installation with synchronous and 3 step
interval function. In the interval mode, the wipers run synchronously
and are self-parking.

59017.01 Drop down system to reduce the draft of the standard cabrio

2Luxury package7Pack

35120.12 High gloss polished stainless steel Bruce-anchor 20 kg. AISI-316

37080.08 Electric mast lowering system, incl. control at steering position.

52062.01 Cooling Tray, 30 liter, built-in at the end face of the rear half
saloon settee
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53090.01 Shower door in aft cabin shower

1Atmosphere/lighting package8Pack

13300.04 LED deck illumination 4x integrated in deck-box and 2x integrated at
steering position

37130.01 Deck lighting with 2 lights at mast

51080.11 Luxurious LED reading lights (2x) in the front cabin

51090.11 Luxurious LED reading lights (2x) in the guest cabin

51100.01 Attractive indirect lighting in saloon

51100.02 Attractive indirect lighting in the FC and AC heads

51110.02 Indirect lighting in all steps of saloon stairs

51110.03 Indirect lighting in all steps of front cabine stairs

51110.04 Indirect lighting in all steps of after cabine stairs

1Power package9Pack

51400.05 USB socket in FC portside and AC starboardside for charging mobil
equipment.

51400.11 USB socket in steering position, FC, guest cabin and AC for charging
mobil equipment.

51615.01 230 V. socket in the forward cabin on SB-side

51630.01 230 V. socket in the guest cabin

51640.01 230 V. socket in the galley

51655.01 230 V. socket in saloon (Port-side aft)

51665.01 230 V. socket in the saloon (Stbd aft)

51675.01 230 V. socket in the aft cabin (Stbd side)

51700.11 230 V. socket at steering position, SB side splash resistant

We accept no liability for any errors and reserve the right to make changes.


